
    Starting From INR 800
 (Per Person twin sharing)

 
  PACKAGE NAME : Delhi Darshan 

 
 
  

  PRICE INCLUDE

  Sightseeing

 
    

Day : 1     Delhi

<p><br /> 1. Architectural Marvels: Marvel at the majestic Qutub Minar, a UNESCO World Heritage
Site, and explore the serene Lotus Temple, known for its striking lotus-shaped architecture.
Discover the grandeur of Akshardham Temple, a modern architectural wonder, and delve into the
spiritual ambiance of Birla Mandir.</p> <p>2. Historical Landmarks: Pay homage to India&#39;s
rich history at India Gate, a national monument commemorating the soldiers who sacrificed their
lives in World War I. Visit Raj Ghat, the memorial of Mahatma Gandhi, and delve into the
fascinating history at Indira Gandhi Museum and Nehru Museum.</p> <p>3. Cultural Heritage:
Immerse yourself in the cultural heritage of Delhi with visits to Red Fort, a UNESCO World Heritage
Site, and witness the majestic Parliament House and Rashtrapati Bhawan (President&#39;s House)
from the comfort of your bus. Explore the historical Feroz Shah Kotla and the esteemed Supreme
Court.</p> <p>4. Spiritual Sanctuaries: Experience spiritual tranquility at Humayun&#39;s Tomb,
another UNESCO World Heritage Site, and visit ISKCON Temple and Chattarpur Temple, offering
solace and serenity to devotees.</p> <p>Closed on Mondays:<br /> Discover the architectural
splendor of Humayun&#39;s Tomb, immerse yourself in devotion at ISKCON Temple, and explore
the spiritual ambiance of Chattarpur Temple on Mondays.</p> <p>Our Delhi Darshan Tour
Package offers a seamless blend of history, culture, spirituality, and modernity, providing you with a
comprehensive understanding of Delhi&#39;s vibrant character and timeless charm. Join us on this
enlightening journey as we unravel the treasures of Delhi, leaving you with unforgettable memories
to cherish.</p>

  SIGHTSEEING

India Gate, Lotus Temple, Qutub Minar, Raj Ghat, Swaminarayan Akshardham Temple

 

  
  WHY CHOOSE US

  

Established in 1977 with a prime motive to handle domestic and inbound tourist. Rao Travels was
specifically started as tour operators and a travel agency. With leisure travel as a core business the
company is also involved into corporate travel solutions. Rao Travel owns a self owned fleet of cars,
Muv&39s, Luxury coaches A/c and non A/c. We have access to huge infrastructure, as well as more
fine tuned service development, while still offering the personalised service that has always been our
strength and to ensure that quality of service is maintained at all times.



Reliability. Punctuality. Comfort. Words that count most to you and to us. Where most of the team is
headed from people from services background which looks to discipline, comfort, quality and unity at
work and society, which has headed the organization with 40 years of unmatched professional
reputation /goodwill in the business. By saying so Rao Travels has been affiliated by the under
mentioned organizations after recognizing its services all through the years
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